Assay sensitivity in "Hybrid thorough QT/QTc (TQT)" study.
A concurrent positive control should be included in a thorough QTc clinical trial to validate the study according to ICH E14 guidance. Some pharmaceutical companies have started to use "hybrid TQT" study to meet ICH E14 regulatory requirements since the release of ICH E14 Q&A (R3). The "hybrid TQT" study includes the same treatment arms (therapeutic and/or supratherapeutic dose of investigational drug, placebo, and positive control) with sample size less than traditional TQT studies, but use concentration-QTc (C-QTc) analysis as primary analysis and assay sensitivity analysis. To better understand the statistical characteristics of assay sensitivity with a commonly used positive control - Moxifloxacin - in "hybrid TQT" studies, we examined the original and subsampled moxifloxacin and placebo data from more than a hundred of TQT studies submitted to FDA. The assay sensitivity results are quite consistent between classical E14 analysis and C-QTc analysis using the original datasets. Performance of assay sensitivity in "hybrid TQT" studies using subsampled data depends on number of moxifloxacin subjects, study design (crossover design and parallel design), and C-QTc model. The results presented here can aid the design of future "hybrid TQT" studies.